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Introduction
La gigue en souvenir brings the past to life with a journey into traditional dance from Québec. Performed
to the music of Les Charbonniers de l’enfer the energy and vigour of the traditional gigue is reinvented in a
contemporary fashion. La gigue en souvenir is a bridge between past and present and pays homage to the
rich and expressive Québec heritage.
Choreographer Sylvie Bouchard was inspired by the rhythms, quickness and spirit of the gigue to create La
gigue en souvenir, but she clarifies “Originally I did not want to use any gigue steps in my choreography.
Since I am not a giguer myself, I did not want to copy a style I did not know, but rather be inspired by its
energy and vitality. Later on, I worked with a real gigueuse, Mélissandre Tremblay-Bourassa and I inserted
some traditional gigue sequences in the last section of the piece.”
Ms Bouchard adds that the gigue “is a part of my heritage that I never got to live because I was the
youngest, and by the time I was born, my family didn't sing and dance around the piano any longer.”

Overview of the Show
La gigue en souvenir is a contemporary tribute to Québec’s dance heritage. Similarly, the exercises in this
guide combine contemporary and folk traditions giving students the opportunity to create original dances
that utilize movement elements from la gigue and other Québécois folk dances; rhythmic footwork,
musicality, and traveling in and out of line and figure patterns (squares, lines, triangles, etc.), elements that
are essential to other folk-dance traditions from around the world.
Students will be participating in the time honoured tradition of creating and/or reinterpreting a folk dance.
The Canadian Encyclopedia explains the oral tradition of Folk Dances and how that leads to variants and
mutations in the following way:
“One result of an oral as opposed to a written tradition is that people see, hear and perform differently;
therefore, they transmit the material in a variety of ways. With folk dance, no particular version of dance is
the definitive one. If variants do not exist, then the dance was undoubtedly passed on in a nontraditional
way, perhaps by written official sources or by a group that zealously guarded its “purity”.
The Canadian Encyclopedia highlights the French Canadian Folk Dance Tradition
“In Québec, folk dances are those based on square and longways formations, on sung-circle dances, and on
percussive, rhythmic pattering of the feet called step dancing or gigue. Many of these dances have an elite
and noble history, such as the complex quadrille of Ile d’Orléans. Simpler square dances and others such as
longways la contredanse and le brandy probably involve British or American influences….
The gigue is traditionally passed down from parent to child.…Because the gigue has always been an oral
form, contemporary manifestations clearly demonstrate the process of a folk tradition – a vibrant dance
form where structural and stylistic variants abound….”
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The Exercises
The four exercises in this guide can be used to introduce to students to elements of gigue and line and
figure dancing in the weeks prior to seeing La gigue en souvenir or in the weeks following the
performance.
The first two exercises focus on la gigue. The third exercise directs students to see and appreciate
commonalities in world folk dance traditions and contemporary re-imaginings, while the final exercise asks
students to research dance traditions of Canada’s First Peoples, early settlers and later arrivals. Together
these four exercises create an entire folkdance unit.
Each exercise is appropriate for all levels of movers. As the exercise progresses distinctions are made
between Novice Movers (elementary grades and/or a grade nine dance class with little experience) and
Senior Dancers (secondary school dance programs). All of the exercises follow a pedagogical approach of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presenting and exploring a concept
Creating and sharing
Discussing
Increasing the level of difficulty
Further creation
Sharing and discussing

Mairéad Filgate, Meredith Thompson, Neena Jayarajan, Molly Johnson.
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Exercise 1. Feet First
Note to teacher: Students will need to wear shoes (running shoes are fine) for this exercise to protect
their feet and help create percussive sounds. And if possible find enough chairs for half of the class to
work with.
When people get together to party not everyone dances. That’s as true today as it was a hundred years
ago, but in the past, you could be sure that if you were in a room where people were dancing a gigue
everyone watching would be clapping and step dancing in their chairs to support the dancers and the
musicians.
With your class make a list of percussive footwork that can be performed standing on the spot or seated on
a chair. That list may include but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Toes and heels can tap up/down and side to side
Feet can stomp, shuffle and slide
Feet can clap together (in the air) and be clapped with hands
Landing jumps and hops creates sounds, air time creates silences

If you are working with Novice Movers take time to review and explore ways to perform these actions.
After compiling the list ask students to work in pairs to create a duet using percussive foot movements.
•
•
•

The duet should be performed on the spot and in unison.
The phrase should be a repeatable pattern: the last action of the pattern segues smoothly into the
first action of the pattern.
Allow for silences. Not all actions have to make sounds.

Give chairs to half of the pairs. Their assignment is to create a seated duet. Those without chairs will
create their duet standing on the spot.
If you don’t have enough chairs everyone can work standing.
For Novice Movers the duet can be 8 – 12 beats, for Senior Dancers 16 – 20 beats.
Establish a tempo for everyone to work with, but don’t play any music to accompany the dance. When we
perform percussive footwork we become the music and the dance.
Allow enough time for students to create and practice their patterns. Make sure they practice repeating
the pattern several times without stopping.
Have students present their creations one pair at a time, repeating their pattern twice.
Afterwards discuss:
•
•

Were there movements that were unique to the standing duets? If yes identify.
Were there movements that were unique to the chair duets? If yes identify.

Ask students to present again two pairs at a time; one duet working with chairs performing with one duet
standing (or both standing if your class isn’t using chairs).
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Before each group presents count the dancers in so everyone is working with the same tempo. Both duets
should repeat their pattern twice. If one duet has a shorter pattern they should remain still until the other
duet is finished.
After everyone has presented, discuss the following.
When you were performing was it:
•
•
•

Hard to stay focused on your pattern? If yes explain.
Did you feel connected to the other duet? If yes explain.
Would you say this experience was similar to singing in a choir where each section of the choir is
singing different song lines at the same time?

When you were viewing:
•
•
•

Were there moments of unison when both duets performed the same action at the same time? If
yes did the same action create the same sound from both duets?
Did any of the pairings have a moment when neither duet was moving or making a sound? If yes,
did it add or subtract from the sonic/visual power of their piece?
Did any of the pairings create unique sonic rhythms (syncopation or call and response)? If yes ask
them to perform again and analyze how the rhythm was created.

Before continuing onto to Variation One watch these two videos to let students experience the
importance of percussive footwork in the Québécois song and dance.
The first video, entitled ‘Gigue Québécoise’ features two traditional gigueurs battling it out in three
traditional gigue rhythms: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcgv9kVy29g
The second video is of Les Charbonniers de l’enfer, the talented musicians featured in La gigue en
souvenir. Most of Les Charbonniers de l’enfer songs are performed a capella, without musical
accompaniment, instead one or more of the singers supports the song with percussive footwork. If
students had a difficult time focusing on their patterns in their duets imagine the challenge of singing a
melody and step dancing at the same time! This is one of the many wonderful videos of Charbonniers de
l’enfer available on line: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_uwKqRA_bU
Variation One. All levels of movers
When students created their original patterns, their focus wasn’t necessarily on musicality but most of the
worlds’ folk traditions consider percussive/rhythmic footwork to be an integral part of the folk
music/dance experience.
Continue working in the same pairings of two duets to form quartets. Ask students to learn each other’s
seated/standing patterns then choreograph an expanded work that presents all or portions of their
patterns in the following ways:
•
•

Performing same actions/sounds at the same time,
Performing different actions/sounds at the same time,
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Blending the two patterns to highlight the sonic differences, for example a create call and response
section.

This glossary of musical terms can be used to define some of the sonic elements the duets’ combined
footwork patterns can produce.
Antiphon
Call and response as featured in the Charbonniers de l’enfer video.
Canon
Playing or singing the same piece of music successively; coming in one by one after a specified number
of beats. Frere Jacques is a well-known example.
Counterpoint
Playing two or more melodic lines at the same time. Choirs create counterpoint by having some sections
sing the simple melody while others sing thematic variations of the song.
Harmony
Two or more sounds of different tone and pitch played simultaneously to create chords.
Hocket
Two or more performers play only a portion of a melody/rhythmic line. The challenge is to perform the
hocket without any noticeable breaks between performers so that the melody/rhythmic line sounds
connected and whole. This technique is frequently used in large percuss-ion ensembles.
Each quartet can work with two chairs and utilize them as they wish.
The choreography shouldn’t be too long, 16 – 24 beats for Novice Movers, 24 – 36 beats for Senior
Dancers, and it need not be repeatable.
Allow sufficient time for students to create, practice and present.
After every group has presented, discuss the challenges of combining the two patterns.
•
•
•
•
•

Did each of the original patterns have a distinct rhythmic structure?
If you had distinct patterns was it difficult to combine them? If yes explain.
If the patterns were similar how did you manipulate your patterns to create interesting sonic
dynamics?
How did groups solve the problem of having only two chairs?
Did any group have a unique solution? If yes, ask them how they came up with it.

Variation Two. Senior Dancers.
Turn the on the spot patterns into a traveling combination.
Working in the same groups of four ask students to modify their foot work patterns into a 16-beat traveling
combination, they can use elements from one or both of their original patterns. The traveling pattern
should be able to be repeated so it can be performed while moving along a line or in a circle.
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Allow time to create and practice, students can decide whether they want to present it unison or in a
canon.
After presenting discuss:
•

The ease/difficulties of transforming the on the spot patterns into traveling patterns. Identify what
was most challenging.

Were there any actions that could not travel? If yes identify them.

Zhenya Cerneacov and Molly Johnson.
Photo: Ömer Yükseker
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Exercise 2. Geometry of dancing figures
La gigue en souvenir features 6 dancers who weave through ever changing patterns of triangles and line
formations.
The traditional gigue and other step dances combine fast paced rhythmical footwork with movement
across the floor in geometric formations. Traditionally when communities came together to party dancing
offered sanctioned opportunities for young people to mix and mingle, the complex arrangement of figures
(lines, squares, triangles) guaranteed that the partners kept changing, allowing everyone a chance to dance
with each other.
All levels
Copy these five examples of simple line configurations for 6 dancers onto the board or smart screen.
1 2 3 4 56

1

2

3

4

5

6

2 4 6
5 3 1

3 5
2 4
1 6

1 4
2 5
3 6

There are other line formations the 6 dancers could move into, but these line formations are good
examples of horizontal, vertical, diagonal and parallel lines. The numbers help to emphasize how the
pairings keep changing.
Ask students to go into groups of 6 and create a sequence that uses a minimum of
•
•

4 line formations in a maximum of 24 beats for Novice Movers,
6 line formations in a maximum of 36 beats for Senior Dancers.

The line sequence must contain the following actions but students should not be limited to them:
•
•
•

Percussive footwork
Jumps and/or hops
Circling around a partner or swinging a partner

Dancers should travel horizontally, vertically, diagonally, swinging in pairs, weave through each other,
move in unison and/or in canon as they shift from one line formation to the next.
Allow time to create and practice, this may take two - three classes, then present and discuss
•
•

Ask creators to identify two of the challenges you faced and how you solved the problem.
Ask viewers to identify an eye-catching moment from every group and explain why you selected it.
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Variation. All Levels
The choreography in La gigue en souvenir isn’t limited to lines and neither is the Québécois folk dancing
tradition. In the next variation students will create choreography based on triangles.
Copy these four examples of compound triangular configurations onto the board or smart screen.
1

2
34

5

3

2
1

6

5

4

4

2

6

65

56
3

3

1

4
12

Also revisit the second and fifth line formation from the original exercise because they too contain
triangles.
1

3
2

5
4

1 4
6

2 5
3 6

Have students work in groups of 6 (same as before or different) and explore how many triangular figures
they can create and travel through. The triangles must:
•
•
•
•

Contract and expand
Overlap and move apart
Be horizontal and vertical
Keep changing partners

Student choreography can be a little longer than the previous assignment as more time will be needed to
travel greater distances.
Let students work on the assignments for two - three classes, then present and discuss
•
•

Ask creators how working with triangular figures differed from working in lines?
Ask viewers what visual/dynamic differences they noticed between triangular figures and lines?

Folk dance traditions from around the world excel at creating kaleidoscopic configurations of geometric
formations. The bhangra dance troupe Bhangra Empire performs seemingly infinite figure formation
changes in this award-winning performance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erojtw7A91o
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Exercise 3. Using What’s at Hand
There are more commonalities to folk dances than geometric figures and percussive footwork. Folk dances
celebrate important occasions. Every community had a dance to celebrate the hunt and/or harvest. Those
dances incorporated the actions of the activities; tracking animals or the annual sowing and reaping in the
fields. There are countless folk dances that make light of everyday chores.
Broom dances are found in French Canadian, Irish, British and Metis traditions. Some of those dances are
performed with partners but here’s a short video of an English Morris dancer who takes the traditional
broom dance to a heightened level of physicality: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUOBT3RBUTk
This 10-minute video is a contemporary reinvention of the broom dance created and performed by STOMP.
The choreography combines all the elements students have been developing through the previous
exercises and puts them into modern a theatrical setting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZ7aYQtIldg
After watching the two broom dance videos ask students to compile a list of objects they use in school
everyday. That list may include, but should not be limited to:
Knap sacks

Water bottles

Books

Cell phones

Pens/Pencils

Ask students to work in groups of 4 - 6 and create a sequence that incorporates one of those everyday
objects. The first thing they need to do is
•
•

Select the object they want to work with,
Decide if every dancer has the object or if only half of them get the object and it’s passed around
between partners and/or the group.

Students should find ways to apply percussive footwork, line patterns and geometric figures to their
choreography but the main focus is to create movements that incorporate the original use of the object as
well as imaginative ones.
This assignment may take two – three classes, after everyone has presented discuss
•
•

Ask each group to explain how they selected their object and what were the challenges of working
with it.
Did any of the groups select the same object? If yes identify the differences and similarities
between the dances.
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Exercise 4. Canada Dances. Research Project.
From time before history the people of the world created dances to celebrate and commemorate, to teach
and remember. Music and dance continue to be pathways for sharing and learning and there is much to
learn from Canada’s rich dance traditions.
Ask students to work in small study groups to research dance traditions from our First People, the early
settlers and later arrivals. There are videos and information sites on line for all of the dances in the
following list. Apply age appropriate presentation expectations.
To support student learning of First People’s dance traditions teachers can download free Resource Kits on
the Native Dance Curriculum at: http://native-dance.ca/en/introduction/
This list contains suggestions and can be expanded on to accommodate class size, curriculum connections
and cultural interests:
First People
Inuit Drum Dancing
Hoop Dancing
Haudenosaunee Smoke Dance
Plain Nations Grass Dancing
Early Settlers
Acadian Reel Dancing
Metis Step Dancing
Morris Dancing – English
Scottish Country Dancing
Later Arrivals
Bele Caribbean Dance
Bhangra Punjabi Folk Dance
Bon Odori Japanese Folk Dance
Ukrainian Folk Dance
List of YouTube Video Links
1. ‘Gigue Québécoise’ featuring dancers Pierre Chartand, Yaelle Azoulay and Alexis Chartrand on
violin: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcgv9kVy29g
2. La gigue at its best! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWbMQtlpK7w
3. ‘Gigue Québécoise’ featuring The Grenier brothers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dj57xh82RLg
4. ‘Gigue Québécoise’ featuring Mélissandre Tremblay Bourassa & Pierre Chartrand:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOuA2-WQ1eE
5. Les Charbonniers de l’enfer performing Le Déserteur. Michel Bordeleau, Michel Faubert, Andre
Marchand, Jean-Claude Mirandette and Normand Miron:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_uwKqRA_bU
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6. Bhangra Empire’s first place performance at the Bhangra Bruins 2009 Festival:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erojtw7A91o
7. The best broom dance yet! Filmed by Judith Proctor, Dancer unknown:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUOBT3RBUTk
8. STOMP Live Part 1 – Brooms: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZ7aYQtIldg
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